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So much data, so little time

By now you should have your theories in 

order and you’ve identified the gap
(see MasterResearcher Seminar Series IV – Exploring the Field)

You should have also considered the most 

appropriate model for your study
(see Quant Seminar Series I – Making Sense of Squiggly Symbols)

Now to look for the data



So much data, so little time
Large availability and easy (or free) access to data 
is both blessing and curse to the researcher

Pros:
– Data gaps are easily substitutable

– Confirmation of data validity and rigor

– Short preliminary analysis can be done quickly to 
assess rigor of hypothesis without need for complete 
dataset

Cons:
– Not knowing the “wh” of the data (who, what, where, 

when, why, how)

– No idea what is (un)usable / suitable

– Researcher inclined to suit convenience instead of 
rigor



So much data, so little time

Even with the ‘right’ data: 



Overview

What is efficient and effective data 

management?

How to manage data efficiently and 

effectively?

How do I know when to stop?



Efficient and Effective Data 

Management

Efficiency: accomplishing a job with the 

least waste of time and effort

Effectiveness: degree to which something 

is successful in producing a desired result

We want a rigorous and valid analysis 

completed in the quickest time possible



The 4S of Data Management

Efficient data is:

– Suitable

• Appropriate to the research objectives

– Sufficient

• in depth and breadth to answer the research questions

Effective data is:

– Sexy

• To justify investigation and attract attention

– Sensible

• Does not contain or produce ridiculous values



How to efficiently and effectively 

manage data?

How do we ensure our data is suitable?

– Be clear of research objectives, not just what 

the literature says

– Are your variables appropriately defined?

• Look at conventional definitions

• Compare with the literature

• Why are there differences, if any? Do these apply to 

you? If so, how? Are there simpler definitions?



How to efficiently and effectively 

manage data?
How do we ensure our data is sufficient?
– Depth:

• Does your intended sample fulfil theoretical requirements?
– Global? Regional? Country-specific? Industry?

• Does your intended sample fulfil statistical requirements?
– Time-series: >100 obs. (depending on frequency)

– Panel: no specific rule, depends on study, generally the more the 
merrier

– Breadth:
• What are the most commonly examined variables in similar 

studies?
– Have you included them? Do they apply in your case? Why (not)?

• Sample period selection appropriate?
– Time-series: min. 5 – 10+ years depending on RO and data frequency

– Panel: min. 5 years, more with ‘special events’ during sample period 



How to efficiently and effectively 

manage data?

How do we ensure our data is sexy?

– Have you conducted a thorough literature review?

• Look at ‘Suggestions for Future Research’

• Look at the context of their study

– AF research normally use U.S. data for convenience

– Many of their findings esp. on regulations and managerial 

behaviour are not generalizable

– Can you adapt their findings to a different context?

– Can you justify that context?

• Look at how their model is constructed, variables used

– Question its validity

– What can you do differently?



How to efficiently and effectively 

manage data?

How do we ensure our data is sensible?

– Is your data:

• Appropriately defined?

• Properly compiled / calculated?

• Clean e.g.:

– Missing values are accounted for

– Data is balanced (esp. for panel)

– Normalized (esp. time-series / high frequency)

– Obvious outliers removed

– Winsorized (after outliers removed)

– Descriptive statistics, correlation, and simple 
preliminary testing can tell us whether our data is 
sensible

Removing outliers is a

matter of statistical

propriety. We should

also take note of when

and where the outlier

was observed. It may be

useful in the discussion

Either by cross-checking

data; ‘constant change’,

or ‘2 period average’



Common challenges in data collection and 

management

Data collection is time-consuming. It is 
tempting to only collect what you think you 
need to save time

– Are you 100% sure what you think you need is 
enough?

Data collection is boring and tiresome. 
Many researchers sub-contract this to a 
(un)paid research assistant

– Can you attest to the quality and validity of the 
data collected?



Common challenges in data collection 

and management

Over-reliance on software
– Statistics software improves efficiency but we may lose 

effectiveness as well

– Software should be used to assist, not replace data 
management and processing

– Software can capture ‘what’, but cannot capture ‘why’ , e.g.:
• Missing values: is it due to timing differences in reporting, or is 

the data incomplete, or non-existent?

• Outliers: are they due to recording error or does it truly reflect the 
sample?

– Manually sifting through collected data allows us to observe 
patterns and trends between variables even without testing
• Can identify ‘problem spots’, making it easier to fix during later 

stages if analysis results are inconsistent

• Observed non-tested trends can also be used to support our 
discussion of results





How do I know when to stop?
Collecting data
– More data is always better than less data

– See ‘Suitability’ and ‘Sufficiency’

– Observe the scope of similar studies

– Adapt to suit your context and objectives

Cleaning data
– Start with basic things (e.g. arranging, sorting, 

compiling - in the order of your constructed 
model)

– Perform simple cleaning (e.g. missing values, 
outliers, normalizing, winsorizing)

– Check if scaling or transforming data is necessary

– Identify and keep note of ‘problem spots’



How do I know when to stop?

Use descriptive statistics to help with 

identifying problem spots (e.g. skew, kurtosis, 

SD, min/max)

Use correlation analysis to check for multi-

collinearity and potential endogeneity issues

Use simple pooled OLS regression analysis to 

assess data suitability

– If a simple OLS does not provide satisfactory 

results, more stringent methods will not either



How do I know when to stop?



Plan

– Think ahead of time what 

type of data you need and 

why

4S: Suitable, Sufficient, Sexy, 

Sensible

– Good data management and 

processing requires patience

Find balance

– Fast doesn’t mean its good

– Good doesn’t have to be slow

Take time to understand and 

appreciate your data (that you 

painstakingly collected)

– Software is to assist, not 

replace your work

– Understanding your data helps 

you avoid / solve problems in 

later stages

Stop processing, start analyzing

– The more you look at it, the 

more ‘problems’ you will find 

in your data leading to self-

doubt

Key Takeaways




